The yfc-th coordinate of the product, is a mapping f h : R + xR + x ^xϊi + -^R + which is additive in the first n and last n arguments, and which is a homogeneous quadratic polynomial with coefficients in R in the arguments. These examples suggest the investigation of polynomial mappings with the indicated additive properties, and a discussion of the problem of constructing i2-modules and rings which have an additive group which is the direct sum of ideals of a ring R, and for which the multiplication is defined by a polynomial mapping.
In § 2 the basic properties of distributive mappings are given. The form of a distributive polynomial mapping is investigated in § 3, and such mappings are characterized in Theorem 2, under the assumption that R is a commutative integral domain. In § 4 and 5 the results of the previous sections are applied to the construction problems mentioned above.
2 Distributive mappings* Let S u S 2 , , S k be additive semi-groups with identity 0, and let M be an additive abelian group. Let / be a mapping of S λ x S 2 x x S fc into M. x S h . into M form a subgroup Hof the additive abelian group G of all mappings of S ι xS 2 
If M is a ring, then the set of mappings G is an Λf-module in the usual way, and the set of m-distributive mappings H is a submodule of G. ---,8 k 
Statement (3) is a generalization of the fact that the distributive laws in a ring imply α 0 = 0 α=0. x S k into R. Since a polynomial with coefficients in an extension ϋJ* of β may have its values in R, we obtain a larger class of mappings by allowing the coefficients of f(x u x 2 , , x k ) to be in R*Z^R. For example, polynomials with (ordinary) integral coefficients have values in R, and if R does not have an identity, we may consider the coefficients to be in an extension R* of R. Moreover it is a consequence of the theorem that if R is an ideal in R\ then / has values in R.
The following lemma is well known (see for example [6, pp. 65-66] ), but is given here in the form in which it is most useful for our purposes. It is immediate that a mapping / defined by a polynomial of form (C) is m-distributive.
LEMMA. Let where i2* is a commutative integral domain, and let f be of degree m t in x h
, ΐ = l, 2, •••,&. Let (sγ\ s 2) , •••, s£V) be a set of distinct elements of R* where n. t > m L , i=l, 2, , k, such that /(si ? i\ s c 2 ι J, , s c k k) ) = 0 for l t = l, 2, , n lf i=l, 2, , k. Then f=QeR*[x u x,, , x k ].
THEOREM 2. Let i2* be a commutative integral domain, let R be a subring of R*, and let S lf S 2 , , S k be non-zero ideals in R. A mapping f from Si x S 2 x x S k into j?* is in H f\S if and only if f is defined by a polynomial of the form
Conversely, we divide the proof into three parts.
R is infinite and has characteristic p^>0.
If feHf^S, then / is defined by a polynomial of form (A) by Theorem 1. Then we have for each i (l<i<Lm) and for each I Since β is an infinite integral domain, each ideal S^O is infinite. Therefore the polynomial in R* [x, y, z] in R is R itself. Since s pn =s for all seR, each polynomial function of S L x S,x --xS k into iϋ* is defined by a polynomial of form (A) of degree at most p n~ι in each argument. Since the degree in each argument is less than the number of elements in each Sι=R, the lemma can be applied to the identity 3.1, and the proof of 1. is valid in this case also. 3. R has characteristic zero.
Since R and each ideal Si Φ 0 in R have infinitely many elements, the proof of 1. can be followed to obtain x^==0 and for j lf j lf and r in the ranges previously stipulated. Since R, and consequently i2*, has characteristic zero, this implies that α^=0 except for jι=jι = l. Consequently / is defined by a polynomial of form (C).
The following result was obtained in the proof of the theorem. where the right member is an ordinary matrix product.
Conversely, it is readily observed that if f is defined by (4.3) with A=(aγ ) ) idempotent, then f t has values in S since S is an ideal in 12*, f is 1-distributive, and f t satisfies (4.1). Therefore (V, f t ) is a left Rmodule.
If we specialize to the case where 12=F is a field, we have S 2 =S 3 = =S fc =F and #*=F, so that (V, f) is the group of (fc-l)-tuples with elements in F for which scalar multiplication is defined by (4.2) . Theorem 3 characterizes the (V 9 f t ) which are .F-modules, and we let (V, A) denote the 1^-module (V, /*) with scalar multiplication defined by The following theorem completely classifies the F-modules (F,/«). THEOREM , s m+1 , 0, , 0) is the vector space over i^7 of dimension m. Any .^-isomorphism of (F, £" m ) onto (V, E n ) induces an F-isomorphism of 1 (F, E m ) onto 1 (F, £" w ), but if ΎYiφn these submodules cannot be F-isomorphic since they are vector spaces of different dimensions over F.
The left F-module (V, A) is F-isomorphic to the Fmodiile (F,

COROLLARY. The F-modules (F, A) and (F, B) are F-isomorphic if and only if A and B have the same rank.
In the above discussion, the (F, f) were all (k -l)-tuples for a fixed k. We now consider (F fc ,/*) and (F 7 ,/ 4 ), /k^Z. By Theorem 4, it is sufficient to consider (F fc , £•",), 0 <Lm<Lk -1 and (F ? , £* n ), 0<I?ι<iZ -1. Proof. Suppose first that φ is an F-isomorphism of (
Then as in Theorem 4, l (V k9 E. m ) and l-(V l9 E n ) are Fisomorphic vector spaces of dimension m and n respectively over F. Hence m=n. Assume that kφl, and let M and N be the submodules of (F fc , E m ) and (V l9 E m ) respectively which are annihilated by leF. Then φ induces an isomorphism of M onto N as additive groups.
The additive group 7^+ of a field F of characteristic 0 is a divisible torsion-free group and therefore is the direct sum of a copies of the additive group of rational numbers. The cardinal number n, which is an invariant, is called the rank of F + [4, pp. 10-11 (V k , E m ) is F-isomorphic to 1 (F Z , E m ) since they are vector spaces of the same dimension.
5. Application to the construction of rings. As in the previous section, we let S^O be an ideal in a ring R and consider the set of w-tuples V={(s u s,, , 8 n ), Si eS} with equality and addition defined componentwise. Now V is a ring if and only if there exists a mapping / from V x V into V which satisfies Proof. If (V,/ £ , w) is a ring, then we have observed above that the mappings f t are ^-distributive mappings with values in SQR*. Since the f are polynomial mappings into R* 9 it follows from Theorem 2, that they are defined by polynomials of form (B) or (C) according as the characteristic of R is p>0 or 0. We have seen that the associative law implies (5.1).
Conversely, if multiplication in ). It should be remarked in conclusion, that when R has characteristic zero and (V, f if n) is a ring, the multiplication rule (5.4) is the same as that for an algebra over i2* (see Introduction) and if R* has an identity, (V>fi, n ) can be regarded as a subalgebra of an ordinary algebra of dimension n over i?*. Hence the coefficients aψ of the polynomials f t play the same role as the multiplication constants of an algebra, and the associative law (5.1) can be interpreted as a matrix identity [5, p. 294] .
